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Introduction

As the U.S. and other Western states gather today at the United Nations in the presence of Secretary-General Antonio Guterres to pledge funding for the United Nations Relief and Works Agency, the UN agency that runs schools and social services for Palestinians, this report documents UNRWA’s systematic employment of teachers that incite to antisemitism and terrorism. UN Watch calls on UNRWA’s major funders, including the U.S., Germany, the UK, and the European Union, to ensure that their hundreds of millions of dollars no longer be used to fund teachers of hate.

The U.S. State Department is required to report on whether UNWRA is “acting promptly to address any staff violations of neutrality and impartiality” and whether it is taking steps to ensure the content of UNRWA’s educational materials “is consistent with the values of human rights, dignity, and tolerance and does not induce incitement.” Secretary of State Blinken confirmed that the U.S. is “determined that UNRWA pursue very necessary reforms in terms of some of the abuses of the system that have taken place in the past,” particularly dissemination of “antisemitic or anti-Israel information” in education. According to a senior State Department official, “UNRWA has made clear their rock-solid commitments to the United States on the issues of transparency, accountability, and neutrality in all its operations,” adding that “what neutrality means in the context of the United Nations is zero tolerance for racism, discrimination, and anti-Semitism.” Similar commitments were given by UNRWA in its Framework for Cooperation agreement signed with the U.S. on July 14, 2021, in which the agency condemns incitement to violence and antisemitism, undertakes not to support terrorism directly or indirectly, affirms that UNRWA and its staff “cannot take sides in hostilities or engage in controversies of a political, racial or religious or ideological nature,” and promises “clear, consistent and prompt administrative action for staff violations of UNRWA’s Neutrality Framework.”

Contrary to all of these claims and commitments, however, UN Watch has found once again that UNRWA has a very high tolerance for antisemitism. As summarized in the list of perpetrators published as Annex A of this report, UN Watch has exposed more than 100 UNRWA staff and school Facebook pages containing incitement to antisemitism and terrorism. These were revealed in seven separate reports published between September 2015 and August 2021. Although UNRWA received our reports and is well aware of the problem, the agency continues to systematically employ schoolteachers, principals and other staffers who openly support terrorism and antisemitism.

This report documents 20 new examples of UNRWA teachers and staffers in the West Bank, Lebanon and Jordan who incite antisemitism and terrorism, in gross violation of United Nations and UNRWA internal policies concerning staff neutrality and impartiality.

---

1 Department of State and Other International Programs FY 20222 Budget, p. 914 (May 2021), https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/sta_fy22.pdf
2 Secretary of State Blinken calls out UNRWA antisemitism, anti-Israel hate in US Congress, YouTube (June 8, 2021), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cEHjj__5fFI
3 Biden administration says UNRWA commits to ‘zero tolerance’ for antisemitism, Times of Israel (April 7, 2021), https://www.timesofisrael.com/biden-administration-says-unrwa-commits-to-zero-tolerance-for-anti-semitism/
5 For a list of reports and links See UN Watch reports on UNRWA staff antisemitism and incitement to terrorism, UN Watch (June 23, 2022), https://unwatch.org/un-watch-reports-on-unrwa-staff-antisemitism-and-incitement-to-terrorism/
Recent UNRWA perpetrators of incitement, as documented in this report, include:

- **UNRWA West Bank computer teacher Nihaya Awad** endorsed Hamas rocket attacks on Israeli civilians after last year’s war and encouraged Palestinian terrorists’ exploitation of child soldiers, in a May 21, 2021 post on Facebook. This was only two months after UNRWA West Bank Director Gwyn Lewis sent Ms. Awad a certificate of appreciation for her “fantastic efforts” as a “best performer” in UNRWA education. “We are proud that you are part of the UNRWA team,” wrote Lewis on March 23, 2021.

- **UNRWA Lebanon teacher Elham Mansour** last month, on May 11, 2022, posted on Facebook that “By Allah, anyone who can kill and slaughter any Zionist and Israeli criminal, and doesn’t do so, doesn’t deserve to live. Kill them and pursue them everywhere, they are the greatest enemy....All Israel deserves is death.”

  Two months ago, on April 15, 2022, this UNRWA teacher posted a message on Facebook addressed to “you filthy Zionists” in which she called on “the men of resistance” at the Al Aqsa mosque in Jerusalem to “slaughter each and every one of you and toss you into the garbage heaps, because you are filthy, you contaminate any land you are in.”

- **UNRWA Jordan teacher Hana’a Daoud** posted a photo of masked Hamas terrorists holding submachine guns and called on Muslims to “fight against the Jews, until a Jew will hide himself behind a stone or a tree, and the stone or the tree will say: ‘O Muslim, there is a Jew behind me, come and kill him.’”

  Last year, on May 14, 2021, Ms. Mansour wrote: “Israel is evil...fight them and kill them, chase them everywhere, every corner, every street, our greatest enemy is Israel, death and destruction to you...”

  Notably, Ms. Mansour’s posts are liked by several other UNRWA teachers, as was the case with many of the antisemitic UNRWA posts exposed in our prior reports. This underscores how the problem of UNRWA employing staff who propagate antisemitic hate and incitement is not merely due to “a few bad apples,” as UNRWA has claimed. The antisemitic poison is systemic.

These teachers of hate were funded last year by state donations to UNRWA including $338 million from the United States, $177 million from Germany, $118 million from the European Commission, $54 million from Sweden, $40 million from the UK, $32 million from Switzerland, $30 million from Norway, $28 million from France, $28 million from Canada, and $27 million from the Netherlands.

### Methodology and Scope of Research

This report is based on information that has been displayed publicly on Facebook, obtained by searching for UNRWA-related keywords. Because many Facebook users restrict their posts from the public, UN Watch was not able to examine most UNRWA staff profiles. Furthermore, because UNRWA does not provide a list of their staff, UN Watch researchers limited their review to Facebook users who specifically identified themselves as UNRWA employees.

Accordingly, in our assessment, the scope of neutrality breaches by UNRWA staff is significantly higher than that reflected in these 20 cases, or the incitement by over 100 teachers and staffers exposed in our previous reports. If one merely counts the additional UNRWA employees who publicly endorse or share the offending material identified in our reports, hundreds of UNRWA employees have been directly implicated. Moreover, the report does not cover UNRWA employees who incite racism or violence in the classroom, but do not post this information to their Facebook profiles.

Were UNRWA itself to examine its employees, on and off Facebook, it can reasonably be estimated that thousands of UNRWA employees would be implicated.
UNRWA’s Response: 
The Opposite of Zero Tolerance

UN Watch’s research on UNRWA staff incitement is well known by the agency, yet it has fundamentally failed to address the issue.

Defaming Those Who Uncover UNRWA Misconduct

Member states should firmly reject UNRWA’s contradictory approach toward independent efforts of oversight and accountability, including reports that document racist teachers employed by the agency.

On the one hand, in wake of UN Watch’s last report in 2021, UNRWA stated that it “takes each allegation seriously”; “has immediately launched a thorough investigation”; is “concerned” that “some of the posts violate our rules and policies”; and pledged “immediate administrative or disciplinary action” should misconduct be found. Moreover, UNRWA stated that “oversight and accountability of any organization is vital” and that the agency “welcomes future opportunities of assessment.” (UNRWA statement on United Nations Watch allegations, 8/5/2021)

On the other hand, on several occasions—in his own capacity as Commissioner-General—Mr. Lazzarini has resorted to ad hominem attacks on the human rights work of United Nations Watch. On June 30, 2021, for example, he told UNRWA’s donor states that reports documenting UNRWA staff incitement to violence or antisemitism constitute “irrational allegations,” and he characterized this form of oversight and accountability as “political attacks that seek to undermine [UNRWA’s] legitimacy as a way to erode the rights of Palestine refugees”—from which UNRWA needed to be “shielded” by donor states. (Commissioner-General’s opening statement to UNRWA Advisory Commission, 6/30/2021)

Likewise, following UN Watch’s 2021 report documenting incitement to antisemitism and terrorism by 113 UNRWA teachers and other staff, UNRWA’s initial response was to lash out and falsely defame this human rights group as “an organization with a deep history of unfounded and politically-driven assertions against the Agency.” (UNRWA statement on United Nations Watch allegations, 8/5/2021)

Not one example of such “unfounded” or “politically-driven” assertions has ever been provided.

Less than two weeks later, Mr. Lazzarini reported to the UN General Assembly that UNRWA faced “intense politically motivated attacks” which he said “sought to question its mandate, its relevance and the integrity of its staff” primarily through “attacks on the quality of the education that Palestine refugee children receive.” (Commissioner-General’s report to the General Assembly, 8/18/2021)

In practice, it would seem that UNRWA is refusing to engage with the extensive evidence documented by UN Watch which demonstrates UNRWA’s failure to apply its purported “zero tolerance” policy toward teachers who incite racism and violence, while at the same time seeking to kill the messenger by maliciously defaming UN Watch for providing a minimal form of oversight that UNRWA itself has failed to exercise.

These constitute material issues for the states convened today for the UNRWA international donors conference, and it is incumbent on Mr. Lazzarini to respond.

Reported UNRWA Suspension of 6 Employees for Inciting Antisemitism

Though there was no announcement from UNRWA itself, according to reports in Al Jazeera and The New Arab, the agency last year suspended six employees, placing them on paid leave, pending an investigation into the findings of UN Watch’s report that documented incitement of antisemitism and terrorism.

UNRWA media advisor Adnan Abu Hasna said that employees against whom allegations were proven would be subject to “graduated penalties according to the case, such as warning, dismissal or other administrative procedures,” reported Al Jazeera.
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Confusingly, however, no statement was published on the UNRWA website. For UNRWA donors to properly follow-up on this August 2021 report, they need to request clarifications by UNRWA Commissioner-General Philippe Lazzarini of the following:

1. Of the 113 UNRWA teachers and other staff previously identified in Annex A of our report for glorifying antisemitism or terrorism, which, if any, have been suspended?

2. If indeed only six of the 113 perpetrators have been suspended, Mr. Lazzarini should be asked to identify which of the 107 UNRWA teachers and staff listed in Annex A are still employed by UNRWA. For example, we need to know about:
   - Ghanem Naim Ghoneim, UNRWA teacher who venerates Hitler
   - Ahmad Fareed Sultan, UNRWA teacher who glorifies terrorists
   - Ibrahim Sabbagh, UNRWA teacher who incites terrorist violence
   - Mudalalah Louz, UNRWA school principal who calls to destroy Israel
   - Mohammad Alsayyed, UNRWA head teacher who celebrates abduction and murder of Israelis
   - Omar Asaad, UNRWA employee who glorifies Hitler
   - Hatem Asaad, UNRWA employee who praises terrorists
   - Mohamad Fahed, UNRWA employee who endorses murder of Jewish boys
   - Mohamed Alhallaq, UNRWA teacher who glorifies terrorist groups
   - Tarek Abu Ghazaleh, UNRWA employee who celebrates murder of rabbis
   - Hussam Khatib, UNRWA teacher who endorses murder of Israeli civilians

3. Why were the six suspended employees placed on paid leave?

4. What criteria determine whether an UNRWA employee who incites antisemitic hatred or terrorism receives a warning, dismissal or other disciplinary measure?

5. Given that UNRWA proclaims “zero tolerance” for “hatred, incitement to violence or discrimination” and a “zero-tolerance policy” for “any deviation from UN principles,” why are teachers found to have publicly incited antisemitic hatred and terrorism not being permanently removed from the classroom?

6. Does UNRWA have a vetting procedure in place to prevent the hiring of teachers who promote antisemitic hatred, violence or discrimination, and if so what is it?

7. When the UN Human Rights Council president last year made the unprecedented move of cutting off UN Watch’s testimony on UNRWA incitement, was this censorship preceded by a request or other communication from UNRWA?

UNRWA Glosses Over Problem of Staffers

Prior to this incident, in articles in the Jerusalem Post, two senior UNRWA officials defended UNRWA education, claiming it does not incite hatred or terrorism. In a July 2020 interview with the newspaper, UNRWA’s new Commissioner-General, Philippe Lazzarini asserted that UNRWA had “invested the most of its attention and energy” to dealing with neutrality issues. He stated unequivocally: “We have zero tolerance for [teaching] incitement or violence. We are focused on human rights values in our schools.” While Lazzarini admitted that UNRWA uses the Palestinian Authority textbooks with all the problematic content, he insisted that it instructs teachers “not to teach some part of the materials.”

---

UNRWA is proactive on this issue, said Lazzarini, and does “what it can” to prevent the teaching of incitement in its schools.

The extremely vague and weak assertion that UNRWA “does what it can” suggests that UNRWA lacks the ability to fully prevent incitement from being taught in its schools. As our reports show, the likely reason for this is that UNRWA continues to hire and employ antisemitic and terrorist-supporting staff.

In October 2020, UNRWA’s then West Bank director Gwyn Lewis published an op-ed in the Jerusalem Post attacking those who have criticized UNRWA’s education system for spreading “salacious myths and exaggerations” which “show intent to defame the agency, and our over half a million students, at all costs.” Lewis praised UNRWA’s education for “emphasizing human rights, conflict resolution and tolerance.” Focusing on the curriculum, she claimed that:

The schoolbooks and overall curriculum used in UNRWA schools emphasize tolerance, human rights, non-discrimination and gender quality. Where we find material that does not match UN values, we simply do not teach it or include it in our classes... UNRWA’s civilian, secular education, rooted in UN principles and modern education pedagogy, is not the vehicle of hate but rather its antidote.

Lewis asserted that UNRWA’s “approach has been validated by the US Government Accountability Office [GAO], including as recently as last year.” However, while the now declassified GAO report from 2018 may have endorsed UNRWA’s overall approach, it found UNRWA had not carried through on the implementation. Specifically, the GAO report found that while UNRWA had developed complementary teaching materials to address problematic textbook content, as of April 2018, it had not trained teachers on these materials nor had it distributed them in the classroom. One of the reasons cited by UNRWA for failing to train teachers on these complementary materials was “staff refusal to attend training and workshops.” According to UNRWA, some staff opposed the use of these materials and others boycotted the training.

Significantly, neither Lazzarini nor Lewis broached the topic of widespread antisemitism and support for terrorism among UNRWA staff, as detailed in this report (and previous ones) by UN Watch. By focusing exclusively on the issue of textbooks, they glossed over this fundamental problem.

UNRWA Staff Antisemitism and Support for Terrorism is Deeply Entrenched

Based on UNRWA’s admission in the GAO report that UNRWA educational staff objected to the training, and in a January 2021 press release acknowledging that it was the UNRWA teachers who were responsible for distributing hate-inciting content to students during COVID-19, it is clear that deep-rooted antisemitism and support for terrorism among UNRWA staff affects UNRWA’s ability to provide education consistent with UN values and principles to its 526,000 Palestinian students. Moreover, this is not a new problem for UNRWA, which has admitted in the past that it employs Hamas members. A number of UNRWA employees have been arrested and convicted by Israel for ter-

---

9 Id. at pp. 16, 21.
rorist activity and membership in terrorist groups.\textsuperscript{11} The neutrality of UNRWA schools has also been repeatedly compromised by local terrorist activity.\textsuperscript{12}

As the only UN refugee agency that is solely devoted to one refugee group—the Palestinians—UNRWA is unique in that it provides governmental services like education and healthcare to its beneficiaries. This is in contrast to the UNHCR, the UN refugee agency for the rest of the world, which provides only emergency relief. To provide all these services, UNRWA employs a large staff of more than 30,000 employees, most of whom come from within the Palestinian refugee population.\textsuperscript{13} The bulk of this staff—more than 22,000—are employed in education.\textsuperscript{14} This leads to a never-ending cycle of students being taught in UNRWA schools by local Palestinian staff, who themselves are raised on antisemitic and terrorist incitement disseminated by Palestinian officials, in Palestinian media, and their own education.\textsuperscript{15} Having been inundated with this education of hatred, they then pass it on to their students for whom they are role models. These students then grow up and become teachers themselves tasked with educating the next generation.

This vicious cycle of hate and intolerance in education dates back to UNRWA’s early days. In \textit{The War of Return}, UNRWA experts Dr. Einat Wilf and Adi Schwartz describe the indoctrination in UNRWA schools in the 1960s, 70s and 80s:

“Return to Palestine” was the centerpiece of UNRWA’s education system. The heroes whose deeds were praised and celebrated were such men as anti-Zionist militia leader Abd-al-Qadir al-Husseini… Never before in history, during Turkish or British rule, had rebel figures like him been studied in Arab schools as a source of admiration…

The teachers were Palestinians—refugees and their offspring in the camps—who passed on their personal experiences. Pupils reported that their teachers were faithful to the national struggle... One teacher perfectly summed up the importance of the refugee camps. They were “a place of exile,” he said, “a temporary state; a pre-1948 village; and a place of political resistance.”\textsuperscript{16}

UNRWA schools drilled in the idea of a violent return to the territory of Israel:

All the maps of Palestine used in the schools showed the whole of Israel painted in black… UNRWA’s education system effectively became an instrument for the mobilization of the population of the camps for the Palestinian armed struggle. “We hope to mobilize forces that will be much stronger than the armies put in the field in 1948 by the Arab League,” recounted one teacher from a refugee camp...

The fact that today one continues to find antisemitic and terror-inciting Facebook posts by so many UNRWA staff indicates that the problem is systemic and deeply entrenched within the organization. Major reform is needed to stop this cycle of hate. Why the U.S. has chosen to reinstate more than $300 million of funding to UNRWA without first requiring the agency to implement vital and urgent reform is unclear.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item See, \textit{e.g., Department of State and United Nations Relief and Works Agency Actions to Implement Section 301(c) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. United States General Accounting Office} (November 2003), \url{https://web.archive.org/web/20040724093342/http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d04276r.pdf}.
\item Working at UNRWA, UNRWA (last visited November 29, 2020), \url{https://www.unrwa.org/careers/working-unrwa}.
\item What we do, UNRWA (last visited November 29, 2020), \url{https://www.unrwa.org/what-we-do/education}.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Global Norm: Zero Tolerance for Racism by Educational Staff

It is noteworthy that the international norm for dealing with racism among teachers is zero tolerance. In jurisdictions other than UNRWA, educators are routinely fired for incitement to antisemitism, in cases comparable or even less severe than those documented in this report.

For example:

- **United States, November 2020**—Professor at Michigan’s Ferris State University placed on leave for antisemitic social media posts, including one tweet claiming “Covid19 is another Jewish revolution.”

- **United States, January 2020**—History teacher at New York high school fired for antisemitic remarks after she accused Israel of “ethno-nationalist settler colonialism,” and criticized the school for inviting “two white men who run Reform congregations, both of whom are Zionists,” to address a school assembly on antisemitism.

- **United Kingdom, October 2019**—Primary school teacher fired for antisemitic remarks after joking to her class, including 11 Jewish students, about “sending them to the gas chamber” if they did not finish their work.

- **United Kingdom, May 2019**—Computer Science lecturer at the University of Essex dismissed for antisemitic posts on Facebook, including Holocaust denial and opposition to the formation of a Jewish society on campus.

By contrast, there has been no indication by UNRWA that it has fired any of its teachers committing comparable and worse forms of incitement.

If UNRWA wishes to demonstrate its genuine commitment to basic norms of education in its schools, it should stop systematically employing schoolteachers and principals that routinely incite to racial hatred and terror.

UNRWA Staff Blatantly Violate UN Rules

The UNRWA staff social media posts documented in this report constitute a gross violation of United Nations and UNRWA internal policies concerning staff neutrality and impartiality.

Article 101(3) of the United Nations Charter states that the “paramount consideration” in employing staff is “securing the highest standards of efficiency, competence and integrity.” The value of integrity is central to the UN Staff Rules and Staff Regulations, which require staff members to “uphold the highest standards of . . . integrity,” which includes, but is not limited to, “probity, impartiality, fairness, honesty and truthfulness in all matters affecting their work and status.” This value is...
again reflected in Regulation 1.2(f) which requires staff to remain neutral and impartial, especially with respect to public pronouncements.

Moreover, UNRWA's own Staff Regulations expressly incorporate this UN “neutrality rule” for its staff, stating in Area Regulation 1.4 that staff must “avoid any action and in particular any kind of public pronouncement which may adversely reflect on their status or integrity, independence or impartiality which are required by that status.”

Area Staff Regulation 1.7 also prohibits staff from engaging in “any political activity which is inconsistent with or might reflect upon the independence and impartiality required by their status.” As recognized by UNRWA on its website, neutrality is defined as not taking sides in hostilities or engaging in “controversies of a political, racial, religious or ideological nature.”

UNRWA's staff rules also make clear that its staff is expected to maintain neutrality both in public and in private conduct. Area Staff Personnel Directive A/1/Part V(1) states “staff members are required to maintain at all times, in both their official and their private conduct, the independence and impartiality which is implicit in their status as Agency staff.” Thus, these rules clearly cover whatever is posted by UNRWA staff on their personal social media accounts, whether or not the posts are publicly viewable due to personal privacy settings.

The incendiary Facebook posts by UNRWA personnel that are documented in this report—supporting, glorifying and legitimizing the demonization and murder of Israelis and Jews—is a gross violation of this duty of neutrality. These United Nations employees are openly taking sides in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and engaging in political, racial, religious or ideological controversies.

UNRWA Itself May be in Violation of Neutrality Obligations

As a UN humanitarian agency, UNRWA itself may also be in violation of these paramount principles of neutrality. Indeed, on its website, UNRWA proclaims that “neutrality is essential for implementing [its] mandate” to “assist and protect Palestine refugees.” UNRWA further represents that “it has a legal framework for operations that requires neutrality of” staff, third parties, facilities and beneficiaries, and notes donor conditions relating to neutrality. This is followed by a list of UNRWA’s “processes and mechanisms” to ensure staff neutrality, including interviews, meetings, monitoring and investigations. But none of this directly addresses the problem of incitement to antisemitism or terrorism, whether perpetrated online or in the classroom.

While UNRWA may arrange to remove many of their employees’ Facebook posts after being exposed by UN Watch, this fails to address the core problem: that UNRWA systematically puts teachers in front of a classroom who are active supporters of racism and terrorism. We are not aware that UNRWA has dismissed any of the staff featured in our previous reports or that it has ever undertaken a comprehensive review of UNRWA staff social media profiles for inciting material.

UNRWA's responses to date have at most given the appearance of taking action while ignoring the magnitude of the problem and its more serious underpinnings, being the fact that UNRWA continues to hire and employ these individuals. UNRWA’s failure to take meaningful action on this issue, particularly after having been supplied with documented examples, at the very least renders it complicit in its staff members’ misconduct.

---

26 UNRWA and neutrality, UNRWA (December 1, 2018), https://www.unrwa.org/sites/default/files/content/resources/unrwa_neutrality_factsheet_2018_final_eng.pdf.
27 Id.
28 Id.
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Recommendations for Donor States

Now is the time for the U.S., Germany, the EU, the UK, France, Canada, and other donor states to demand that UNRWA respect its stated principles of neutrality, accountability, and transparency. At a minimum, the donor states should:

(a) Demand that UNRWA adopt a zero-tolerance policy for employees who incite racism or murder by immediately terminating them, and to prominently publicize, on its website and social media, these and other actions it is taking to root out this insidious conduct by UN staff, including the perpetrators listed in the attached Annex;

(b) Demand that UN Secretary-General António Guterres and UNRWA Commissioner-General Philippe Lazzarini immediately condemn their employees’ incitement to terrorism and antisemitism;

(c) Demand that UNRWA conduct a thorough investigation of its facilities and put an immediate stop to all antisemitic or terrorist-inciting activities and images found there;

(d) Demand that UNRWA undertake a comprehensive review of the social media profiles of all UNRWA staff for content that violates UN and UNRWA neutrality;

(e) Work with UNRWA to implement effective monitoring and controls to ensure the neutrality of UNRWA facilities and staff and make public its activities in this regard;

(f) Establish, in concert with other like-minded donor states, an independent and impartial investigation with the mandate to examine the nature and extent of incitement to antisemitism and terrorism among UNRWA teachers and other staff, and to recommend remedial action;

(g) Demand that UNRWA be in full compliance with its neutrality obligations prior to releasing any further funds to UNRWA; and

(h) Determine and disclose which of the people identified by UN Watch as having posted antisemitism and terrorist incitement on social media, in this report and all previous reports (see full list in the attached Annex), is still employed by UNRWA, and thereby potentially being funded by them.
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UNRWA Staff Exposed In This Report

1. Nihaya Awad
   Computer Teacher at UNRWA West Bank, Praises Hamas

2. Abu Muhammad Fathi Bahar
   Employee at UNRWA Lebanon, Promotes Violence

3. Elham Mansour
   Teacher at UNRWA Lebanon, Incites Killing Israelis and Jews

4. Hana’a Daoud
   Teacher at UNRWA Jordan, Praises Hamas and Advocates Killing Jews

5. Sameer Abo Ayyash
   Social Worker at UNRWA Jordan, Admires Taliban

6. Majed Zaben
   Teacher at UNRWA Jordan, Incites Against Israel

7. Adel Torbani
   Math Teacher at UNRWA Jordan, Rejects Israel’s Right to Exist and Posts Antisemitism

8. Qusai Mansi
   Employee at UNRWA Jordan, Equates Zionists with Nazis

9. Rula Om Mo’awia
   Teacher at UNRWA Jordan, Incites Against Israel

10. Muneera Abu Hadeel
     Midwife at UNRWA West Bank, Portrays Israel as Thieving Dog
Nihaya Awad lists herself as an UNRWA employee. She also posted a letter of appreciation signed by Director of UNRWA Affairs Gwynn Lewis and a Certificate of Appreciation from UNRWA confirming her UNRWA employee status, as well as a photo of herself holding the certificate. She endorses Hamas and incites children to violence.


Gwyn Lewis LinkedIn Profile, LinkedIn (last visited June 16, 2022), https://il.linkedin.com/in/gwyn-lewis-a22937215.


1.1 Endorses Hamas and Incites Children

This post congratulating Hamas for its victory was published right after the May 2021 war when Hamas fired 4,000 rockets at Israeli civilians. The post endorses Hamas and incites children to violence with an image of a Hamas militant in full uniform instructing a child, also in Hamas uniform. Both are armed. The militant is pointing at the horizon, presumably towards Israel. The image encourages the exploitation of children as child soldiers, which is a form of child abuse and a violation of international law.

In the accompanying text, Awad congratulates and praises Hamas, and that is how her Facebook friends understood the post. One commented: “Greetings to the people of Gaza, Blessed victory.” Another wrote: “In the name of Allah, one victory after the other, Palestine will be fully liberated.”

Translation

We testify by Allah that you have demonstrated your faithfulness... and conveyed the message... and have won for your Al-Aqsa... and have broken your enemy’s nose... and have rekindled hope in your faith... may Allah accept your obedience... and raise your matter...
Abu Muhammad Fathi Bahar lists himself as an UNRWA employee. Several of his Facebook friends also list themselves as UNRWA employees. Bahar supports violence and advocates rejecting peace in favor of violence.

2.1 Advocates Violence Instead of Peace

In March 2021, Bahar shared a video with scenes of violence with the text “this is our position on the Deal of the Century,” indicating Bahar’s view rejecting peace deals with Israel in favor of violent resistance.

In addition to advocating violence, it is also a gross breach of UNRWA staff rules which require staff to avoid making “any kind of public pronouncement which may adversely reflect on their status or integrity, independence or impartiality” (Area Regulation 1.4) and to refrain from engaging in “any political activity which is inconsistent with or might reflect upon” their “independence and impartiality…” (Area Regulation 1.7).

Translation

This is our position on the Deal of the Century.
2.2 Posts Video Saluting Violence

Bahar posts a violent video with the caption “Greetings to all who resist tyranny.” This “greeting” indicates support and praise for the violence in the video shared by Bahar which includes stone throwing with slingshots and tire burning. The video was produced by Falastini TV (www.falastini.tv), which promotes violence against Jews. Falastini TV also incites violence against Israel with a music video of a child-singer proclaiming “we do not fear death, O occupier, be angry,” calling for “revenge” and promising to “return” and to liberate “Arab Jerusalem,” while displaying a map of Israel covered in a Keffiyeh, suggesting the intention to replace Israel with Palestine.

Translation

Greetings to all who resist tyranny.

---

38 Abu Muhammad Fathi Bahar, Facebook (May 25, 2022, 7:04 AM), https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pbhid08d94HRWxDxaEmDKRzk1l1RCF4gghMeJ3PTxWhfGc2Uy5VcKAgIdVdVfH7pFI&fref=ts&id=100005901332927.
40 Falastini Clip, YouTube (March 15, 2019), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTan8n0snwi&list=PLL6NLmOzWVg12Ijb_2tU43sTTPB-L8udK&index=2.
Elham Mansour lists herself as a teacher at UNRWA. Her posts are liked by several UNRWA teachers. Mansour incites killing Israelis and Jews in several posts.

3.1 Call to Slaughter Jews and Israelis

In April 2022, Mansour incited violent attacks against Jews and Israelis — “the men of resistance... will slaughter each and every one of you and toss you into the garbage heaps, because you are filthy, and you contaminate any land you are in, you Zionists...” — and also called for “vengeance” against them.

Translation

If Allah wills it, instead of them sacrificing offerings in Al-Aqsa Mosque, the men of resistance and the Murabitun there, will slaughter each and every one of you and toss you into the garbage heaps, because you are filthy, and you contaminate any land you are in, you Zionists, you scoundrels, you terrorists, may Allah take vengeance on you.

3.2 Israelis Should be Killed

This May 2021 post calls Israel “evil” and “our greatest enemy.” Furthermore, it incites to “fight them and kill them [Israelis], chase them everywhere.” At least one UNRWA employee likes this post.

Translation

Israel is evil and terrorism, it murders children, women and old men. It is a ragtag group, fight them and kill them, chase them everywhere, every corner, every street, our greatest enemy is Israel, death and destruction to you, and life, freedom and justice to our people.
3.3 Incites Killing Israelis

In this May 2022 post, Mansour again rants against Zionists and Israelis, encouraging anyone to “kill and slaughter them.” Mansour adds a vehement rejection of any peace treaty with Israel in favor of violent resistance, saying that those who sign peace accords “deserve to be executed” and “All Israel deserves is death.”

As noted, this violates UNRWA staff rules which require staff to avoid making “any kind of public pronouncement which may adversely reflect on their status or integrity, independence or impartiality” (Area Regulation 1.4) and to refrain from engaging in “any political activity which is inconsistent with or might reflect upon” their “independence and impartiality...” (Area Regulation 1.7).

3.4 Justifies Killing Israelis Who Live in Settlements

In May 2021, Mansour legitimized attacks on Israelis who live in settlements and their supporters as “permissible” and “a legitimate right” and incited their murder, proclaiming “Death to them and to all those that support them.” Several UNRWA staff liked this post.

Translation

By Allah, by Allah, anyone who can kill and slaughter any Zionist and Israeli criminal, and doesn’t do so, doesn’t deserve to live. Kill them and pursue them everywhere, they are the greatest enemy, criminals, murderers, terrorists... and anyone who signs peace accords, truces and so on with them deserves to be executed. No treaties and no nothing. All Israel deserves is death. Peace to the spirit of Shireen Abu Aqleh, who was known to every Palestinian household everywhere in the world.

Translation

Killing settlers is permissible and is a legitimate right for Palestinians because they [the settlers] are terrorists, murderers, criminals, people who steal land and houses. Death to them and to all those that support them.
4.1 Jews are Cowardly, Foolish

In May 2021, Daoud portrayed Jews as foolish cowards.

Partial Translation

1. The Jews do not face [their enemies], they fight them from afar, from behind obstacles... The Almighty said: “They will not fight you (even) together, except in fortified townships, or from behind walls.”

2. The Jews are the most #terrifying people and the people that fear war the most. The Almighty said: Strong is their fighting (spirit) amongst themselves: thou wouldst think they were united, but their hearts are divided: that is because they are a people devoid of wisdom.

4.2 Rejoices in Death and Injury to Jews

In this post, Daoud rejoiced in injuries to Jewish worshippers caused by a staircase collapse in a Jewish synagogue which killed two and injured over 160 on the Jewish holiday of Shavuot. Shockingly, her post also hoped for the injured to die. Daoud’s comment “O Allah! May the ground tremble beneath your feet, and not a single one of them remain,” seems to be a genocidal prayer for all the Jews to die. One of Daoud’s Facebook friends commented: “Even the earth can’t stand them and it hates them and their filth.” Another wrote: “O Allah, kill them one by one, don’t leave any of them.”

Translation

Dozens of people are injured as a stairway inside a Jewish synagogue in Jerusalem collapses... O Allah! May the ground tremble beneath your feet, and not a single one of them remain.

---

4.3 Calls to Kill Jews

Daoud endorses killing Jews in this May 2021 post about Muslims fighting Jews to “come and kill” them. The post also refers to Allah’s promise of “victory” to the Muslims, proclaiming that “Jerusalem is ours, and Gaza is ours,” thus advocating religious war against Israel in fulfillment of God’s promise to the Muslims.

Translation

“The Last Hour will not come until the Muslims fight against the Jews, until a Jew will hide himself behind a stone or a tree, and the stone or the tree will say: ‘O Muslim, there is a Jew behind me. Come and kill him.’

This is what Allah has promised us, and victory is ours, and Jerusalem is ours, and Gaza is ours.

4.4 Praises Hamas

Daoud endorsed and praised Hamas in this May 2021 post in which she shared a video of Hamas militants at the end of that month’s hostilities. Daoud’s caption praises the military wing of Hamas as “capable” and “competent” and calls for God to give “strength” to Hamas and to “raise the value of Islam thanks to” Hamas.

Translation

You’re definitely capable. You’re just as competent as Abu Obeida. May Allah give them strength and raise the value of Islam thanks to them.
Sameer Abo Ayyash describes himself as a social worker at UNRWA in his Facebook profile. His profile also contains a photo of him teaching or giving a presentation and a photo of students in an UNRWA classroom. Ayyash celebrates the victory of the Taliban terrorist organization, taking lessons for Palestine.
5.1 Takes Lessons from the Taliban

In this August 2021 post, Ayyash celebrates the victory of the Taliban terrorist organization and posts a photo of Taliban terrorists holding submachine guns. The accompanying text admires the Taliban’s tactics in re-taking Afghanistan as a “unique and advanced moment” and takes lessons from them presumably for the Palestinian dream of taking over Israel.

Translation

The Taliban movement is again in control of Afghanistan... I swear that it is a unique and advanced movement, the intelligence of their leaders and their adherence to their principles led them to victory. It operated both politically and militarily throughout the preceding years, at a time when its leadership was negotiating in Doha, its forces were operating on the ground, with experience and intelligence. The greatest lesson we can learn from this event is that the enemies shall not remain on the Earth. Its people acted seriously and persistently.

---

Majed Zaben

Teacher at UNRWA Jordan, Incites Against Israel

Majed Zaben states in his profile that he is a teacher at UNRWA. His profile contains photos of students in an UNRWA classroom. Several of his Facebook friends are also UNRWA teachers. He incites against Israel and calls for death to “those collaborating with the Zionists.”

6.1 Death to “Zionists’ Collaborators”

The post incites violence by calling for “death and shame” to the Egyptian authorities who Zaben describes as “collaborating with the Zionists.”

Translation

Holding an absentee funeral prayer (Salat al-Ghaib) in all Arab and Islamic countries for the soul of the first elected Arab Muslim president, Dr. Mohammed Morsi, is the most basic duty... toward this free man who the revolutionaries, who were collaborating with Israel, killed, having accused him of supporting the Palestinian resistance... Long live free Palestine, and death and shame to those collaborating with the Zionists.

56 Majed Zaben Facebook Profile, Facebook (last visited June 8, 2022), https://www.facebook.com/zaben.majed/about.
58 Majed Zaben, Facebook (June 17, 2019, 8:56 PM), https://www.facebook.com/zaben.majed/posts/1308400072662891.
6.2 Incites Against Israel

In this post, Majed Zaben incites violence against Israel and Israelis by sharing a map that erases Israel with a caption referring to Israelis/Jews as the “enemies of the nation,” i.e., the enemies of Palestine. The map replaces the names of Israeli cities with the pre-1948 Arab names, claims the whole territory as “Palestine,” and vows “we are returning,” meaning returning to what is now Israel and replacing it with Palestine.

In this post, Majed Zaben incites violence against Israel and Israelis by sharing a map that erases Israel with a caption referring to Israelis/Jews as the “enemies of the nation,” i.e., the enemies of Palestine. The map replaces the names of Israeli cities with the pre-1948 Arab names, claims the whole territory as “Palestine,” and vows “we are returning,” meaning returning to what is now Israel and replacing it with Palestine.

Translation

We ask that everyone shares this photo. This is a historic map of Palestine, with the Arabic names of the cities, not the Hebrew ones. Share this map as much as you can. We won’t let the Jews erase the map of Palestine. I’m Jordanian and my blood is Arab and Muslim.

We must preserve its Muslim and Christian history so that it isn’t erased by the enemies of the nation.

This is its name—Palestine, not Israel. Palestine is ours, and we are returning to it, with the permission of Allah the Almighty.

Adel Torbani lists himself as a math teacher at UNRWA. His profile photo shows him sitting at a desk with the UNRWA logo on the wall behind him. He rejects Israel’s right to exist and describes Jews as rapists of the land, deceitful, and greedy.

### 7.1 Rejects Israel’s Right to Exist

Torbani rejects outright Israel’s right to exist by posting a video of crows ripping apart the Israeli flag with the hashtag “#The_End_Of_Israel.”

**Translation**

The ravens are still teaching people what needs to be done with the map of the Zionist entity #The_End_of_Israel

---

62 Adel Torbani, Facebook (April 11, 2022, 2:26 PM). https://www.facebook.com/adel.torbani/posts/pbiod2AV9Zza75HhC5V5ho4PRblnslkDAgzhogkiCSwemEZ0gHb0A4FoR3jioYMvwl.
7.2 Describes Jews as Rapists of the Land, Deceitful, and Greedy

Torbani spreads antisemitism in this post portraying Jews as deceitful and denying their connection to Israel. The post claims that the Jewish homeland is in Russia, not Israel. It asserts that Zionism deceived the world by claiming that Jews needed a homeland in Palestine when they already had a homeland in Russia. Jews and Zionists are described as rapists of the land of Palestine. At the end, the post calls for Israeli Jews to return to Russia.

---

Partial Translation

The forgotten Jewish republic Birobidzhan

The first Jewish republic, Birobidzhan, is located in southeast Russia. Most of the world doesn't know it exists, because Israel is trying to hide this fact and prevent the media from visiting it. This republic is the Jews' first homeland in the world. They had immigrated to it before Palestine, until Zionism and the idea of Jewish settlement in Palestine emerged. The Zionists succeeded in keeping the media away from the first Jewish republic, which was established without the need for raping the lands of the original inhabitants, and all of its inhabitants are considered Jewish.

***

This is a fact that can be spread, as a homeland that the Jews of Palestine can be repatriated to, so that the Palestinians can be repatriated to their homeland, Palestine.

---

63 Adel Torbani. Facebook (March 9, 2022, 6:35 PM). https://www.facebook.com/adel.torbani/posts/pfbid0Ngino4kyaEzXktGglEapgsbQsPav5RHVoTB8rFqlgNh7oG4TFVoiHq6nDpQUhwL.
8 Qusai Mansi
Employee at UNRWA Jordan, Equates Zionists with Nazis

Qusai Mansi lists himself as an UNRWA employee. He has many UNRWA employee friends on Facebook. Mansi equates Zionists with Nazis.

8.1 Zionists are Nazis

In May 2021, Mansi posted a fake photo of a child with an unidentified rash on its face, which appears to be attributed to Israel based on the caption that equates Zionism with Nazism. However, the child in the photo is from Illinois and has nothing to do with the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Mansi misuses the photo to falsely accuse Israel. The context for the post is the May 2021 hostilities between Israel and Hamas. Thus, the post equates Israel’s attacks on Gaza to defend against terrorist rockets with Nazi atrocities during the Holocaust, re-casting the Jewish victim as the aggressor. This is antisemitism.

Translation

The Nazism of the Zionists manifests itself...
Rula Om Mo’awia lists herself as a teacher at UNRWA. She also has several UNRWA employee friends and teacher friends, further supporting her statement that she is an UNRWA teacher. Mo’awia rejects Israel’s right to exist and incites against Israel in her posts.

9.1 Rejecting Israel’s Right to Exist

Mo’awia’s profile picture is the map of Israel draped in the Palestinian flag with a key symbolizing the so-called right of return of millions of Palestinians to the sovereign territory of Israel. It replaces Israel with Palestine, thus rejecting Israel’s right to exist.
In a May 2021 post about that month’s violent Arab-Jewish riots, Mo’awia incites against Israel by claiming the violence was “sowed by Israel” and rejects Jewish rights in Israel by describing the Jews involved in the riots as “settlers” even though the violence was within sovereign Israel, not the West Bank. In Mo’awia’s view the Jews who took control of Israel in 1948 are all illegitimate settlers. Mo’awia describes the Arab rioters in May 2021 as taking “revenge” for events going back to 1948.

The post further delegitimizes Israel by accusing it of ethnic cleansing against Palestinians in 1948, employing Nazi terminology (Israelis herded Palestinians into “ghettos”) to evoke an antisemitic comparison between Israel’s formation and the evils of Nazi Germany. Thus, according to Mo’awia, Israel was created on illegitimate foundations.

**Translation**

In July of 1948 – during Ramadan, the month we’re in now – criminal Zionist gangs perpetrated one of the worst massacres of our people, the massacre of the Duhmush Mosque in Lydda.

That same month, the city was besieged, and one path was created leading out of the city – to Ramallah. Thousands were expelled, travelling on foot in the summer heat, and thirst of Ramadan. Those who remained were concentrated in crowded “ghettos,” and their homes were stolen so that they could be used by the new settlers.

This year, on Ramadan, just days after the commemoration of the Nakba, Lydda rose up to overturn everything: it rose up to take revenge for its blood that was shed in every part of the city, tossing aside the policies of Judaization, settlement, marginalization and impoverishment, and the internal violence that “Israel” has sowed, and it retook its streets, its status, and its strength.

30,000 in Lydda facing 70,000 settlers and their army, removing them from “their homes,” burning their cars. Israeli “sovereignty” was lost looking for military units that would restore it.
Muneera Abu Hadeel

Midwife at UNRWA West Bank, Portrays Israel as Thieving Dog

Muneera Abu Hadeel lists herself as an UNRWA midwife. She has several UNRWA employee friends on Facebook. Hadeel endorses an antisemitic cartoon in which Israel is depicted as a thieving dog.

10.1 Israel is Thieving Dog

In May 2021, Hadeel shared and endorsed a political cartoon which had been condemned for being antisemitic. The cartoon depicts Israel as a dog stealing the bed from Palestine. The obvious meaning is that the State of Israel is illegitimate because it stole the land from Palestine. Muneera Abu Hadeel endorses the cartoon and calls to “disseminate this picture as much as possible.”

Translation

The ambassador of the occupying state of Israel in Denmark has a heated discussion with the editor-in-chief of Politiken newspaper. He criticized the publication of a caricature about Israelis, represented as a black dog, and asked the newspaper to apologize and remove the caricature! We must disseminate this picture as much as possible, so that it can reverberate more, and so that the Zionist occupier ambassador can once more see it in all of the newspapers!
Annex A

LIST OF UNRWA SCHOOL TEACHERS, PRINCIPALS AND OTHER STAFF IDENTIFIED BY UN WATCH FOR INCITING ANTI-SEMITISM OR SUPPORTING TERRORISM

1. **Name:** NIHAYA AWAD. **Position:** UNRWA West Bank computer teacher. **Violation:** Praises Hamas. **Identified on:** 23/6/2022.

2. **Name:** ABU MUHAMMAD FATHI BAHAR. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon employee. **Violation:** Promotes violence. **Identified on:** 23/6/2022.

3. **Name:** ELHAM MANSOUR. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon teacher. **Violation:** Incites killing Israelis and Jews. **Identified on:** 23/6/2022.

4. **Name:** HANAA DAOUDE. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan teacher. **Violation:** Praises Hamas and advocates killing Jews. **Identified on:** 23/6/2022.

5. **Name:** SAMEER ABO AYYASH. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan social worker. **Violation:** Admires Taliban. **Identified on:** 23/6/2022.

6. **Name:** MAJED ZABEN. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan teacher. **Violation:** Incites against Israel. **Identified on:** 23/6/2022.

7. **Name:** ADEL TORBANI. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan math teacher. **Violation:** Rejects Israel’s right to exist and posts antisemitism. **Identified on:** 23/6/2022.

8. **Name:** QUSA’I MANSI. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan employee. **Violation:** Equates Zionists with Nazis. **Identified on:** 23/6/2022.

9. **Name:** RULA OM MO’AWIA. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan teacher. **Violation:** Incites against Israel. **Identified on:** 23/6/2022.

10. **Name:** MUNEERA ABU HADEEL. **Position:** UNRWA West Bank midwife. **Violation:** Portrays Israel as thieving dog. **Identified on:** 23/6/2022.

11. **Name:** NAHED SHARAWI. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza math teacher. **Violation:** Posts Hitler video. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

12. **Name:** IBRAHIM SABBAGH (ABU KHALIL). **Position:** UNRWA Syria teacher. **Violation:** Incites violence against Israel and denies its right to exist. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

13. **Name:** SHADY SHEHADA. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza project engineer. **Violation:** Celebrates Munich Massacre. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

14. **Name:** AHMAD ALMASRI. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan lab worker. **Violation:** Praises terrorist and erases Israel from the map. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

15. **Name:** SARAH MOUSA. **Position:** UNRWA West Bank engineer. **Violation:** Glorifies terrorists. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

16. **Name:** SAEED KHALAF ABU FREH. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan math teacher. **Violation:** Incites terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

17. **Name:** MAYA MAHAHI. **Position:** UNRWA Syria English Teacher. **Violation:** Glorifies terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.
18. **Name:** ABDUL SALAM MUHAMMAD ALIMAT. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan Arabic teacher. **Violation:** Promotes antisemitism. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

19. **Name:** ABU ARAFA ABU SOROUR. **Position:** UNRWA West Bank employee. **Violation:** Posts antisemitism. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

20. **Name:** HOSSAM AHMED. **Position:** UNRWA Syria employee. **Violation:** Justifies Nazi murder of Jews. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

21. **Name:** MOHAMMAD ATIYEA. **Position:** UNRWA West Bank teacher. **Violation:** Venerates terrorists. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

22. **Name:** AYAT SAID. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza web developer. **Violation:** Glorifies anti-Jewish violence. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

23. **Name:** ESRAA ABEDALRAHEEM. **Position:** UNRWA Syria English Teacher. **Violation:** Denies Israel's right to exist. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

24. **Name:** HUSNI MASRI. **Position:** UNRWA West Bank teacher. **Violation:** Posts antisemitism. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

25. **Name:** NIDAL KRAYYEM. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza English teacher. **Violation:** Denies Israel's right to exist and promotes violence. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

26. **Name:** FATIMA ABU MUFREH. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon math teacher. **Violation:** Endorses terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

27. **Name:** FAHED MOMO. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza office assistant. **Violation:** Endorses Hitler and denies Israel's right to exist. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

28. **Name:** MOHAMMED M. ALHOURANI. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan health center head. **Violation:** Promotes antisemitism. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

29. **Name:** AKRAM AYOUB. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza project assistant. **Violation:** Celebrates murderer. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

30. **Name:** NADIM ELHAJ. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon employee. **Violation:** Posts antisemitism. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

31. **Name:** A W AD ABEDALLAH. **Position:** UNRWA Syria school principal and teacher. **Violation:** Erases Israel from the map. **Identified on:** 2/8/2021.

32. **Name:** MUDALALAH LOUZ. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza school principal. **Violation:** Teaches children to destroy Israel. **Identified on:** 25/9/2019.

33. **Name:** MOHAMED MATAR. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza employee. **Violation:** Promotes antisemitism. **Identified on:** 25/9/2019.

34. **Name:** MOHAMMED AL-AJRAMI. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza office deputy director. **Violation:** Glorifies terrorism. **Identified on:** 25/9/2019.

35. **Name:** MOHAMMED ALSAYYED. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon assistant head teacher. **Violation:** Glorifies terrorism. **Identified on:** 25/9/2019.

36. **Name:** NUHAD ASKOUL. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon English teacher. **Violation:** Advocates terrorism. **Identified on:** 25/9/2019.

37. **Name:** KHALED ASSAD. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon site engineer. **Violation:** Promotes terrorism. **Identified on:** 25/9/2019.
38. **Name:** ZIAD ABUZARARD. **Position:** UNRWA Syria employee. **Violation:** Incites children to violence. **Identified on:** 25/9/2019.

39. **Name:** TAYSEER HADEED. **Position:** UNRWA Syria civil engineering designer. **Violation:** Celebrates terrorism and promotes antisemitism. **Identified on:** 25/9/2019.

40. **Name:** RAED WADI. **Position:** UNRWA Syria medical officer. **Violation:** Glorifies terrorism. **Identified on:** 25/9/2019.

41. **Name:** MAJED MOHAMMAD. **Position:** UNRWA Syria employee. **Violation:** Shares admiration for Adolf Hitler and incites terrorism. **Identified on:** 25/9/2019.

42. **Name:** LAYAL AMMAR. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon English teacher. **Violation:** Encourages violence. **Identified on:** 21/4/2017.

43. **Name:** MAHMOUD ABU FOUL. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan employee. **Violation:** Glorifies terrorism. **Identified on:** 21/4/2017.

44. **Name:** AHMAD FAREED SULTAN. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan teacher. **Violation:** Glorifies terrorists. **Identified on:** 21/4/2017.

45. **Name:** ABU ANAS GHOBAN. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan teacher. **Violation:** Glorifies terrorism. **Identified on:** 21/4/2017.

46. **Name:** SUBHI AL-ZABER. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan teacher. **Violation:** Erases Israel from the map. **Identified on:** 21/4/2017.

47. **Name:** AHMAN NASSER. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza school supervisor. **Violation:** Celebrates terrorism. **Identified on:** 21/4/2017.

48. **Name:** SAMAHER TIBI. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza teacher. **Violation:** Erases Israel from the map. **Identified on:** 21/4/2017.

49. **Name:** HIMLAJ MOHAMMAD SELMI. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza TV presenter. **Violation:** Posts antisemitism. **Identified on:** 21/4/2017.

50. **Name:** MOHAMED SOLIMAN. **Position:** UNRWA Syria English teacher. **Violation:** Endorses Hitler. **Identified on:** 21/4/2017.

51. **Name:** KHALED MOHAMAD. **Position:** UNRWA Syria teacher. **Violation:** Posts antisemitism. **Identified on:** 21/4/2017.

52. **Name:** MHASAN MHASAN. **Position:** UNRWA Syria teacher. **Violation:** Erases Israel from the map. **Identified on:** 21/4/2017.

53. **Name:** AHMAD ABUDULLAH. **Position:** UNRWA Syria employee. **Violation:** Celebrates violence. **Identified on:** 21/4/2017.

54. **Name:** MOHANNAD NAJEM. **Position:** UNRWA Syria teacher. **Violation:** Desecrates Israeli flag. **Identified on:** 21/4/2017.

55. **Name:** GHANEM NAIM GHONEIM. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon teacher. **Violation:** Venerates “wonderful” Hitler. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

56. **Name:** OMAR ASAAD. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon employee. **Violation:** Reveres Hitler. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

57. **Name:** KHADER AWAD. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon teacher. **Violation:** Endorses violence against Jews. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.
58. **Name:** HATEM ASAAD. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon employee. **Violation:** Glorifies terrorists. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

59. **Name:** MOHAMMAD ALSAYYED. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon assistant head teacher. **Violation:** Celebrates terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

60. **Name:** MAHA HAMID. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon teacher. **Violation:** Glorifies terrorists. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

61. **Name:** LOTFI GHUNEIM. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon employee. **Violation:** Praises terrorist. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

62. **Name:** TAREK AGHA. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon human resources assistant. **Violation:** Glorifies violence. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

63. **Name:** GHASSAN FATHI. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon teacher. **Violation:** Posts antisemitism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

64. **Name:** AHMAD HASAN. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon employee. **Violation:** Quotes Hitler, supports Hamas. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

65. **Name:** MUSTAFA ZAID. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon teacher. **Violation:** Spreads Hamas propaganda. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

66. **Name:** HUSSEIN ASAAD. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon teacher. **Violation:** Glorifies violence. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

67. **Name:** IBRAHIM TAFESH. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon employee. **Violation:** Promotes antisemitism and support for terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

68. **Name:** KHALED AZIZ. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon employee. **Violation:** Promotes violence. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

69. **Name:** MOHAMAD FAHED. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon employee. **Violation:** Endorses Hamas terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

70. **Name:** TAREK ABU GHAZELAH. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon employee. **Violation:** Celebrates terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

71. **Name:** AHMAD NASSER. **Position:** UNRWA Lebanon principal. **Violation:** Promotes antisemitism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

72. **Name:** HUSSEIN AMRAH. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan principal. **Violation:** Celebrates terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

73. **Name:** YOUSEF ELAYYAN. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan account officer. **Violation:** Promotes Hamas terrorist propaganda. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

74. **Name:** BILAL ALLAN. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan employee. **Violation:** Propagates antisemitism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

75. **Name:** JEHAD RAMADAN ABU KALLOUB. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan teacher. **Violation:** Celebrates killing of Jews. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

76. **Name:** AHMED ABU TO’EIMA. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan teacher. **Violation:** Glorifies violence and terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

77. **Name:** ADNAN SERDANAH. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan employee. **Violation:** Glorifies terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.
78. **Name:** HUSSAN KHATTIB. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan teacher. **Violation:** Endorses terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

79. **Name:** AMER AARON. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan employee. **Violation:** Celebrates terrorists. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

80. **Name:** AHMAD KHALIFA. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan employee. **Violation:** Venerates Hitler and promotes antisemitism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

81. **Name:** MUHAMMAD ALBAHAN. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan teacher. **Violation:** Glorifies violence and child soldiers. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

82. **Name:** TAWFIQ SAMARA. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan principal. **Violation:** Endorses Hamas. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

83. **Name:** OM ALAA. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza teacher. **Violation:** Venerates Hitler. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

84. **Name:** EMAN SHAMMALA. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza English teacher. **Violation:** Glorifies terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

85. **Name:** HANAA OM HOSSAM. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza teacher. **Violation:** Celebrates terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

86. **Name:** EMAN BADER. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza teacher. **Violation:** Glorifies terror attack. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

87. **Name:** MOHAMED ALHALQA. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza teacher. **Violation:** Promotes terrorists. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

88. **Name:** SUNIA ASTAL. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza teacher. **Violation:** Promotes terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

89. **Name:** NWARA NUR NWARA. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza teacher. **Violation:** Promotes violence. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

90. **Name:** ISLAM KHAFAJA. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza teacher. **Violation:** Celebrates attacks on Israeli soldiers. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

91. **Name:** ABED NASSER HASSEN. **Position:** UNRWA Syria teacher. **Violation:** Spreads antisemitism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

92. **Name:** NABIL SOBHI. **Position:** UNRWA Syria teacher. **Violation:** Promotes antisemitism and terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

93. **Name:** ISSA ISSA. **Position:** UNRWA Syria teacher. **Violation:** Admires Hitler, supports terrorism. **Identified on:** 2/2/2017.

94. **Name:** MOHAMMED AL JOWHARY. **Position:** UNRWA Jordan teacher. **Violation:** Glorifies knife terrorism. **Identified on:** 30/11/2015.

95. **Name:** MAZEN ABO HADY. **Position:** UNRWA Gaza teacher. **Violation:** Glorifies knife terrorism. **Identified on:** 30/11/2015.

96. **Name:** SUAD ASSI. **Position:** UNRWA West Bank English teacher. **Violation:** Antisemitism. **Identified on:** 30/11/2015.

97. **Name:** FEDAA ELHAQ. **Position:** UNRWA medical officer. **Violation:** Promotes terrorism. **Identified on:** 30/11/2015.
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